
Introduction 

The essays presented here are arranged in three groups. Essays in the first 
group treat issues arising from special sciences. Although they continue the clas
sical tradition of detailed attention to science, some depart from its tendencies to
ward instrumentalism, foundationalism, and a linguistic view of theories. Caplan 
examines non-epistemic factors involved in the development of medical technol
ogy and the categorization of medical experimentation and research. Griinbaum 
contends that although Freudian psychoanalysis is a scientific theory it has not yet 
been experimentally confirmed. Churchland proposes a radically new way of 
representing theories and their acquisition in the terms of connectionist neuro
science. Nelson suggests that the low success of microeconomics is due to its anti
realist tendencies and its failure to isolate the natural kinds of its domain. Sklar 
shows that, although empiricist foundationalism is philosophically controversial, 
it was an essential research strategy in the development of relativistic physics. 

Essays in the second group deal with the confirmation and choice of scientific 
theories. All recommend probabilist methods, Bayesian in most cases, thus illus
trating the current dominance of the probabilist approach. Kyburg outlines a 
method for adding statements to the body of scientific knowledge according as 
the decision raises or lowers the statistical probability of others. Salmon devises 
a Bayesian scheme for comparing theories that employs some of Kuhn's criteria 
in its assignment of prior probabilities. Eells offers a solution to the problem in 
using "old," previously known evidence in a Bayesian system of confirmation. 
Howson recommends the use of prior probabilities to discriminate ad hoc from 
genuine theories in Bayesian confirmation. Skyrms explains why Bayesian deci
sion theory assigns a greater value to knowledge than to ignorance. 

Essays in the third group fall into an area of interconnected topics much dis
cussed in current philosophy of science: "rationality, revolution, and realism," we 
may call it. Laudan argues that the doctrine that theories are underdetermined by 
the evidence does not in any of its true versions entail that theory choice is irra
tional. Kuhn develops his earlier thesis that scientific theories separated by a revo
lution are semantically incommensurable with one another and defends it from 
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objections flowing from the causal theory of reference. Worrall criticizes the 
view-which he attributes to Kuhn - that theory choice is not a completely ratio
nal process with the case of scientists who stubbornly refused to give up a theory. 
Boyd defends his argument that a realist view of scientific theories is required to 
explain their empirical success from a number of objections, one of which is that 
history does not always exhibit realist theoretical progress. Sober criticizes 
Boyd's argument and develops an alternative realist theory of inference that will 
permit legitimate scientific inferences while excluding those of Boyd. 

Arthur Caplan -Seek and Ye Might Find 

Caplan acknowledges that philosophy of science has expanded. It now exam
ines a large number and variety of sciences, concentrating less than before on the 
physical sciences. It has come to value the results of history and sociology of 
science. And its units of analysis have expanded, from theories to paradigms, 
problems, research strategies, etc. Nonetheless, he finds its thematic focus still 
too narrow. For instance, philosophers of biology tend to concentrate on abstract, 
theoretical topics, such as genetics and evolutionary biology; to the neglect of 
concrete, practical topics in such areas as immunology, paleontology, horticul
ture, and veterinary science. He supports his contention with a richly detailed 
case study from nephrology: the development of dialysis machines to treat 
chronic kidney disease. The case reveals features of scientific development that 
the traditional narrow focus overlooks. The process of scientific development (of 
dialysis, for example)- from discovery to acceptance to mastery-is complex: it 
often involves advertising and political manipulation, and it is often affected by 
administrative decisions, availability of funds and subject pools, and other non
epistemic factors, which operate in conjunction with epistemic factors. Such non
epistemic factors are often neglected. He concludes with a discussion of the effect 
on medical development of categorizing a procedure as research, experiment, or 
theory; and he argues that these categories are partly defined by practical and so
cial considerations. 

Caplan applauds the current tendency to add new interests, specialities, and 
even divisions to philosophy of science, but finds it still too narrow. Ironically, 
expansion may well have the practical effect of increasing the trend toward 
specialization and further narrowing the focus of specialists, even as the field as 
a whole broadens its perspective. In any event, divisions between theoretical and 
practical studies and between developmental, structural, and evaluational (con
firmational) studies will most likely persist. Caplan's example is in the practical 
developmental division. The narrowest workers are in the divisions of structural 
theoretical and confirmational studies. The importance of developments in one 
area to workers in another will no doubt vary from case to case. Where a techno-
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logical development (dialysis, say) affects a scientific theory (of the kidney, for 
example), it may become important to philosophers mainly concerned with the 
structure of the theory. For example, it might encourage them to think of a theory 
as a Kuhnian paradigm (matrix of exemplars, problems, standards, etc.), rather 
than a set of sentences. 

Adolf Griinbaum - The Psychoanalytic Enterprise 
in Scientific Perspective 

Griinbaum examines the evidence for some of Freud's hypotheses concerning 
the causation of pathological behavior by unconscious processes and finds it want
ing. The first of these is that repressed (often sexual) memories cause neurotic 
symptoms, such as those of hysteria. Freud's evidence was that reduction (lifting) 
of the repression resulted in removal or reduction of the symptoms. The repres
sion was lifted by the patient's recalling the memory, with the aid of hypnosis or 
free association about the neurotic symptoms. But there is a strongly competing, 
"placebo" hypothesis: symptom reduction is the effect of the patient's "recalling" 
an event suggested by the therapist together with the expectation that the symp
toms will thus be reduced. To reply that the true cause is revealed by free associa
tion recall is in effect to beg the question, and hypnotic recall is notoriously un
reliable. To decide between the competitors requires moving outside the clinical 
setting to conduct a controlled experiment: one group of subjects receives psycho
logical treatment that does not repress memories, another group receives treat
ment that does. (Apparently the experiment has not been conducted.) Freud's sec
ond hypothesis is that repressed wishes cause dreams, and repressed unpleasant 
thoughts cause slips (of memory, the tongue, etc.). Griinbaum claims that this 
hypothesis is a rash and unjustified extrapolation from the first, etiologic, 
hypothesis, which inherits all its weakness. In addition, he offers two sorts of 
grounds for deeming Freud's dream theory to be false, rather than just unsup
ported. The reliability of free association as a method of validating causal hypoth
eses in psychoanalysis is thus undermined. He concludes with a brief review of 
experimental results, none of which alters his previous evaluation. His final con
clusion is that the evidence for the psychoanalytic hypotheses in question is in
sufficient to support their widespread acceptance in our culture. 

Griinbaum does not argue that psychoanalysis is not a science. Indeed, here 
and elsewhere he resists attempts of the hermeneuticists to locate it among the hu
manities, and elsewhere he has defended it from Popper's charge that it is unfal
sifiable. He notes that rival placebo hypotheses are a species of rival causal hy
potheses. One could add that it is typical for causal hypotheses in science to have 
strong causal rivals. The observation applies equally to hypotheses about uncon
scious mechanisms of perception, speech comprehension, and other behavior, 
which are numerous in current cognitive psychology. In general, it would seem 
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to be no more difficult to design experiments for deciding between theories of the 
psychoanalytic unconscious than to design them for deciding between theories of 
the cognitive unconscious. Nonetheless, it may be difficult to design an experi
ment that will eliminate the placebo rival to Freud's. 

Paul Churchland-On the Nature of Theories: 
A N euocomputational Perspective 

Churchland brings recent connectionist neuropsychology to bear on several 
central questions in philosophy of science: the nature of theories, foundational
ism, etc. Connectionist theories of cognition model information processes by 
means oflayered networks of cells and their weighted connections (inhibitory and 
excitatory). They are recommended because of their similarity to systems of neu
rons and associated dendritic and axonic synapses, which leads one to hope they 
can be implemented by brains. One of Churchland's examples is a simple network 
that discriminates naval mines from rocks by processing the intensity distribution 
of their sonar echoes. The network has three layers: an input layer of n cells, con
nected to an intermediate layer of m cells, connected to an output layer of two 
cells. Then stimulus intensities produce a vector (set) of n excitations in the input 
cells, which is transformed through cell connections into an intermediate vector 
of m excitations, which in turn is transformed into an output vector of two excita
tions. If the first element of the two-vector is high compared to the second, the 
sound was produced by a mine and not a rock. The network is trained to dis
criminate mines from rocks by subjecting it to stimuli from both and correcting 
it when it errs by adjusting the connection weights according to some learning 
rule (algorithm). Churchland recommends that we naturalize epistemology by 
reconceptualizing its fundamental elements in terms of such connectionist 
models. For example, the network's perception is its production and transforma
tion of vectors of excitation, its percepts (representations) of objects are vectors 
of excitation, its knowledge of its world is the set of weights on connections 
among its cells, and its learning is the alteration of those weights. (Some of these 
identifications are only implied in Churchland's paper.) One important conclusion 
is that theories (representations) are not the linguistic sentences that the syntacti
cist epistemologists and philosophers of science have taken them to be. They are 
even less like the abstract models that some of the semanticists take them to be. 
They are more like Kuhn's paradigms. Another conclusion is that percepts and 
other representations are theory laden, in the sense in which an organism's theory 
is its knowledge of the world, for every representation depends on the set of con
nection weights that produce it. 

Churchland's essay is a rich interdisciplinary mix of neuropsychology, psy
chology, (naturalistic) epistemology, and philosophy of science. The current 
literature in these areas suggests that it may provoke an equally rich set of objec-
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tions. Cognitive psychologists who take percepts and other representations to be 
symbolic entities have already complained that connectionists try to model these 
at too low a level, the level of hardware implementation; and that such representa
tions are functional entities that "emerge" from neural processes, much as sen
tences in a computer emerge from digital electrical processes in the circuits of 
its chips. Among philosophers of science, the syntacticists may say that, however 
ordinary percepts and theories may be modeled, scientific theories are sets of sen
tences; and they may add that because humans do in fact produce, process, and 
store sentences, the human brain must be capable of implementing the processes. 
The semanticists may make a similar point to defend their alternative view that 
theories are models: humans do construct and use models, and so these processes 
must be implementable by their brains. Some epistemologists may add that the 
(neural) dependence of percepts on the ( connectionist) conditions of their produc
tion should not be equated with the dependence of percepts on the theories they 
support, a dependence that many deride as circular. 

Alan Nelson-Are Economic Kinds Natural? 

Nelson compares the General Equilibrium Theory (GET) of microeconomics 
with classical mechanics in an effort to explain why physical theories are more 
successful than theories in the social sciences. GET models an economic system 
as a collection of consumers (agents with preferences and commodity endow
ments) who transfer commodities (goods, labor, etc.) according to prices (rela
tive rates of exchange) in such a way as to maximize utility. The goal of the theory 
is to determine the conditions of equilibrium, a state in which consumers max
imizing utility in their exchange of commodities have no incentive to change their 
behavior. He judges GET to have relatively low explanatory and predictive 
power, even when applied to the capitalist economies that inspired it, clearly 
lower than classical mechanics. The explanation is not that it is theoretically less 
sophisticated, coherent, or mathematical than mechanics. Nor is it that economic 
concepts are less capable of theoretical refinement than concepts of mechanics
such as body, nor that they are (or are not) derived from concepts of folk science, 
i.e., common sense. Rather, it is that the fundamental concepts of economics do 
not (well) represent natural kinds, do not "divide nature at its joints," in contrast 
with those of mechanics. One indication is that some concepts of GET do not 
(fully) apply to societies without private property, and so are not universal. 
Nelson wonders whether the same weakness may not afflict all the social sciences. 
Another weakness he finds in economics may be specific to the science: namely, 
its tendency to treat utility as a pattern of economic behavior, rather than as part 
of a psychological mechanism causing individual behavior. To treat it thus 
deprives it of connections with noneconomic behavior that might be used to evalu
ate and improve theories about it. In an aside, he notes that a sophisticated philo-
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sophical instrumentalist may hold that scientists should act as if unobservables 
such as utility exist, and so may consistently recommend treating utility in a psy
chologically realistic manner. 

Nelson's critique will disappoint economists, and may make psychologists un
easy. And so they may question whether universality is an appropriate criterion 
of a natural kind, even in physics, or whether the notion is so theory dependent 
that the failure of a theory to incorporate a natural kind shows only that it is not 
a natural kind (relative to that theory). Perhaps the intuition behind Nelson's cri
tique has less to do with the naturalness of economic concepts than with their 
detachment from the behavior and psychological processes of individual human 
beings. Perhaps his feeling is that economics should be unified with psychology. 
That would seem as reasonable as recommending in the nineteenth century that 
phenomenological thermodynamics be unified with statistical mechanics, or as 
recommending in the twentieth that atomic theory be unified with quark theory. 
On the other hand, if the intuition is that economic phenomena are artificial be
cause created by humans, and that artificial phenomena are incapable of scientific 
treatment, then it may threaten psychology as well as economics. For human per
ceptions and thoughts are created by humans, though perhaps less consciously 
than economic phenomena. Psychology too is arguably one of the "sciences of 
the artificial." 

Lawrence Sklar-Foundational Physics 
and Empiricist Critique 

Sklar acknowledges that foundational empiricism is problematic: for there 
seem to be no pure observation concepts or statements uncontaminated by theory, 
nor any a priori guaranteed-reliable rules for inferring objective statements from 
them. (He distinguishes the foundationalist view from two other types of empiri
cism: realist naturalism, which holds that empirical science tells us what the ob
servables are and what rules of inference are reliable; and pragmatism, which 
adds that ordinary and scientific practice are the basis for epistemological norms.) 
Nonetheless, he contends, foundationalism is the basis of an empiricist critique 
that physicists conduct to analyze old theories and replace them with new ones. 
His first example is Einstein's special theory of relativity, which at one stage was 
in competition with the compensatory ether theory to explain the surprising result 
of Michelson and Morley that the velocity of light relative to the measuring ap
paratus is independent of the motion of the apparatus. The compensatory ether 
theory retained the intuitive view of space and time and hypothesized that clock 
rates change and measuring rods contract in the direction of their motion. In con
trast, Einstein noted that the time interval between events in different locations 
is unobservable and therefore theoretically underdetermined by observation, and 
he proposed the counterintuitive hypothesis that the time interval is different in 
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different reference frames. Einstein's theory employs the observation/theory dis
tinction, defines distant simultaneity in terms of observables, and reduces the 
number of theoretical entities by abandoning absolute space- all traditional em
piricist devices. Sklar's other examples are from the general theory of relativity, 
the causal theory of space-time, and quantum mechanics. In all these, competition 
between empirically equivalent theories tends to lead to a reductionist thinning 
of theory down to observational data, again a traditional empiricist device. His 
conclusion is that although foundational empiricism is problematic, there are 
stages in the process of theory development in the physical sciences where it is 
the best scientific methodology. 

A number of philosophers of science now hold that the observation/theory dis
tinction is theory relative, that is to say, what is observable is determined by the 
scientific theory in question. One wonders whether Sklar's results could be com
bined with this view to argue (though Sklar does not) that according to physics, 
observations of local simultaneity are uncontaminated by theory and hence are 
foundational in the classical sense! One possible objection would insist that the 
distinction between observable and nonobservable is established by the sciences 
in concert, not by physics alone. For physics is not the basic science (even if 
unifiable with others), and it has no special authority concerning observability. 
To consider one historical example, conflicting telescopic observations of stellar 
parallax were finally explained by differences in the speed of the observers' optic 
nerve transmissions, which implies that the basic observables are neurological 
events or sensations associated with these. Here neuropsychology corrects 
physics. It has been suggested that in a similar way neuropsychology corrects the 
assumption of relativity theory that local simultaneity is observable. If physicists 
conclude (as Russell did at one point) that the basically observable time interval 
is between sensations in the individual observer's private space-time, then they 
will have difficulty distinguishing physics from introspective psychology (as did 
Russell). The general point is that in the deepest foundational empiricism, obser
vation is a perceptual psychological process and observability a psychological 
property; and so psychology should have even more authority on the question of 
what is observable than physics. 

Henry Kyburg-Theories as Mere Conventions 

Kyburg follows Quine (for some distance) in holding that whether statements 
in one's theoretical network are regarded as indispensable ("analytic") is a matter 
of convention: not arbitrary convention motivated by non-epistemic grounds such 
as convenience and simplicity, but nonarbitrary, "mere" convention motivated by 
epistemic grounds of predictive power. In Kyburg's epistemology, theoretical 
statements are meaning postulates assigned probability 1, and they are accepted 
or rejected together with the entire theory, or language, as he prefers to call it. 
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Acceptance consists not in determining how well confirmed the theory is on the 
basis of the observational evidence, but in selecting the theory in preference to 
competitors. A theory containing "All ravens are black" as a meaning postulate 
is preferable to one without the postulate ifthe quantity and distribution of accept
able observation statements (those whose probability exceeds some minimum 
value) are greater and better in the former than in the latter. For example, in a 
theory containing the postulate, the observation that joe is a raven and the obser
vation that joe is not black cannot both be correct, and so the postulate will affect 
the quantity and distribution of such observation statements. Observation reports 
("Otto observed that joe is a raven") are treated as incorrigible, but observation 
statements ('joe is a raven") are not. The observation vocabulary is not perma
nently fixed, but is specified by the degree of probability that an observation re
port bestows upon its associated observation statement. 

Kyburg's epistemology can be viewed as an implementation of Quine's wholist 
view that "our statements about the external world face the tribunal of sense ex
perience not individually but as a corporate body," which is normally but pehaps 
incorrectly taken to be anti-empiricist. Or it can be viewed as a way of refitting 
the ship of empiricism to enable it to withstand the winds of contemporary criti
cism that beached the classical model. Observation statements are acknowledged 
to be corrigible, the distinction between theoretical and observational statements 
is relativized to the theory (language), theories are not confirmed in the classical 
sense but selected from competitors, and they are selected as wholes on the basis 
of global criteria-features that seem to avoid the central objections to classical 
empiricism. Kyburg even makes bold to suggest that these features reveal the 
proper sense in which theories are "incommensurable." His view provides an ob
jective, rational method of assessing theories on the basis of observation, while 
qualifying as an empiricist theory of knowledge under a general characterization 
of the view, and yet avoids the usual criticisms. However, if it is necessary to 
distinguish observation reports from reports of premonitions, intuitions, conjec
tures, etc., then the view may encounter a problem. 

Wesley Salmon-Rationality and Objectivity in Science, or 
Tom Kuhn Meets Tom Bayes 

Some philosophers have inferred from Kuhn's claim, that the choice between 
scientific theories (paradigms) "cannot be resolved by proof' and requires "per
suasion," that the selection of theories is not a rational, objective process and that 
consequently genuine scientific knowledge is impossible. Salmon attempts to de
feat the inference by combining elements of Kuhn's own view with a probabilistic 
system of theory evaluation based on Bayes's theorem. The simplest version of 
this theorem is Pr(T/E&B) = Pr(T/B)Pr(E/T&B) + Pr(E/B). Salmon shows how 
to avoid the difficulties in obtaining the probabilities on the right-hand side of the 
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equation by formulating the theorem as an algorithm for computing the relative 
probability of rival theories evaluated by the same body of evidence. In the case 
where the theories do not entail the evidence and the likelihood, Pr(E/H&B), is 
less than 1, he recommends the addition of plausible auxiliary hypotheses to boost 
the likelihood to 1. Where the theories entail the evidence and the likelihood is 
1, only the prior probabilities of the competing theories, Pr(T /B), are required. 
Salmon proposes that these can be obtained by employing some of the criteria 
mentioned by Kuhn: accuracy, consistency, scope, simplicity, and fruitfulness. 
Thus he hopes to reconcile Kuhn's approach to theory acceptance with a 
probabilist approach that appears to be objective and rational. In this connection 
it is important to note that Salmon subscribes to an objectivist (truth-frequentist) 
interpretation of probabilities and a realist, truth-based view of scientific 
theories. 

One wonders whether Kuhn will welcome the suggested rapprochement. Un
doubtedly some of his subjectivist followers will not. They will object that the 
algorithm merely reduces the subjectivity in theory choice or postpones it or both, 
since there is no objective, rational method for selecting criteria; and even if 
given criteria, there is no objective, rational method of weighting them or apply
ing them. Still, as the logical empiricists might have said, reduction of disagree
ment may well be the essence of scientific rationality. It is important to note that 
Salmon's proposal does not in present form apply to the case where rival theories 
are based on different bodies of evidence, the case both Kuhn and Feyerabend 
use to argue that theories are incomparable or "incommensurable." Conse
quently, a pressing question is whether Salmon can extend his proposal to this 
case. 

Ellery Eells - Bayesian Problems of Old Evidence 

Eells defends Bayesian confirmation theory by clarifying and improving 
Garber's solution to the problem of"old evidence." Bayesian confirmation theory 
holds that evidence, E, confirms a theory, T, if and only if Pr(T/E) > Pr(T), 
where the left hand term is computed by Bayes' theorem: Pr( Tl E) = Pr(I)Pr(EII) 
+ Pr(E) (Note: the theorem is used here in its categorical form, rather than the 
conditional form employed by Salmon.) In the case where E has been learned 
prior to the time at which Tis formulated (is old evidence)- so that Pr(E) = 1-E 
does not confirm T, since Pr(TIE) = Pr(T). Garber has proposed the following 
solution. Where Twas formulated to explain E (is "ad hoc," as some would put 
it), E indeed does not confirm T, in accordance both with Bayesian confirmation 
theory and our intuition. But in the case where Twas not formulated to explain 
E, E in conjunction with the discovery that Texplains E does confirm T. For until 
the moment of discovery that T explains E, Pr(TexplainsE) < 1, from which it 
follows on apparently reasonable assumptions that Pr(T/TexplainsE & E) > 
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Pr(T). Because Garber takes the explanation relation to be a "logical" relation, 
like that of logical implication, he must explain how the agent can initially fail 
to know it obtains and thus be less than the logically omniscient agent presup
posed by traditional Bayesian confirmation theory. His explanation in effect is 
that logical relations can be hidden by the coarseness of the language of the agent, 
in the way that propositional logic hides relations in predicate logic. Jeffrey takes 
a different tack, and attempts to characterize the explanation relation by means 
of conditions on the probability function of the explainer. Eells finds several 
difficulties in Garber's and Jeffrey's approaches. He argues that it is complexity, 
and not coarseness of the language, that is crucial to understanding logical omni
science, and that Jeffrey's conditions can be replaced with the main condition it
self, i.e., Pr(T/TexplainsE) > Pr(1), which can be regarded as a postulate. 

It may seem that the Garber-Eells solution postpones the question at issue. For 
if the agent's personal probability function satisfies the main condition, then the 
agent believes that the probability of Tis boosted by the fact that T explains E. 
In that case the agent must have already discovered the fact that Texplains E; con
sequently, the fact is old knowledge, and by Bayes's theorem does not in itself 
boost the probability of T. On this perspective the efforts of Garber and Eells 
bring the problem of old evidence into even higher relief. For it appears that there 
are numerous cases in the history of science where evidence that E and know ledge 
that T explains E are both old for A, having been previously obtained and tem
porarily forgotten, and yet our strong intuition is that TexplainsE & E confirms 
Tfor A. Eells could of course reply that at the moment of confirmation, the knowl
edge was rediscovered by A and hence was not old. In this vein, he distinguishes 
various problems of old evidence: what he calls the problems of "old new," "old 
old," and "new old" evidence. The resolution of this dispute seems to require fur
ther clarification of the notion of old knowledge and various concepts involved 
in its analysis, i.e., discovery (whether it involves possession as well as acquisi
tion of belief), evidence (whether it is a psychological relation), and probability 
or degree of belief (whether values are assigned to inactive beliefs). Perhaps cog
nitive science has a contribution to make here. It may be noted that the problem 
of old evidence is one of those Salmon attempts to finesse in his paper by recom
mending a Bayesian selection - rather than confirmation - theory. 

Colin Howson-Fitting Your Theory to the Facts: 
Probably Not Such a Bad Thing After All 

Howson treats a problem for confirmation theory that may be called the prob
lem of ad hoc theories (which is related to, though distinct from, both the problem 
of old evidence and the problem of underdetermination). Howson introduces the 
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problem by criticizing various arguments for what he calls the null-support thesis: 
the thesis that ad hoc theories-theories contrived specifically to explain some 
evidence in hand (old evidence)-are not as strongly confirmed by the evidence 
as others. The thesis, if true, creates an apparent problem for deductivist views 
of confirmation, for example, the simple version on which E confirms T if and 
only if T logically entails E. Consider a theory T1 that entails £ 1 and other evi
dence E2 but not evidence £3. Now consider the distinct theory T2 = T2' & (T2' 
--+ (E1 & - E2 & E3)), for arbitrary T2'. By increasing the number of bodies of 
evidence we can construct any number of theories, n, that entail £ 1 yet disagree 
on other evidence. (This example is a generalization of the mathematical example 
Howson employs throughout his paper.) Suppose the available evidence is £ 1. In
formed scientific intuition will consider the second theory ad hoc and less highly 
confirmed than the first; but the deductivist view must hold that they are equally 
confirmed, since both entail the available evidence. Howson shows with several 
examples that science is full of respectable theories contrived to explain previ
ously obtained evidence, which cannot properly be regarded as ad hoc. Nonethe
less, theories like T2 are properly so regarded, and these seem to present a serious 
problem. He maintains that a solution to the problem is available on the Bayesian 
view of confirmation, since the prior probability of a theory contributes to its con
firmation as defined in terms ofBayes's theorem. The theorem reads: Pr(T/E) = 

Pr(T)Pr(E/T) + Pr(E). Now Pr(E/T) and Pr(E) are the same for theories T1 and 
T2; but Pr(T2) < Pr(T1), because T2 is ad hoc and T1 is not; consequently 
Pr(T2/E) < Pr(Ti/E). Furthermore, Howson notes, because an ad hoc theory has 
an infinite number of competitors, none of which has any initial plausibility, the 
prior probability of each competitor is zero. 

Howson's solution, in brief, is that because the ad hoc T2 was formulated solely 
to explain E, we may reasonably assume initially that the probability of its other 
consequences being observed (its prior probability) is less than that of T1. The 
larger question is whether the availability of his solution is a reason to adopt 
Bayesian confirmation theory. Proponents of the view that theories are best 
confirmed by evidence they best explain may not concede that it is. For they can 
argue, in the manner of defenders of the null-support thesis, that T2 is less highly 
confirmed than T1 because it does not explain E as well. Howson can of course 
reply that in such a case the theory's likelihood, Pr(E/T2), is lower. Deductivist 
confirmation theorists also may refuse to withdraw from the competition. For 
they can argue that although any of an infinite set of theories is as highly 
confirmed as T1 by evidence E, the next body of evidence obtained will decide 
in favor of just one member of the set, its members having been constructed to 
entail incompatible evidential statements. Where the infinite set is so constructed 
that its members entail the same evidential statements, the problem is not that of 
ad hoc theories, but the problem of underdetermination of theories. 
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Brian Skyrms-The Value of Knowledge 

The ("Bayesian") statistical decision theory of Ramsey, L. J. Savage, and de 
Finetti recommends that we choose actions-(Ai)-on the basis of their expected 
utilitity (EU)-defined as the sum of products of their utilities (desirabilities) in 
various circumstances- U(Ai & Cj)-and the probability of the circumstances
Pr(Cj). That is, EU (Ai) = Ej U(Ai & Cj) Pr(Cj). (Note that circumstances may 
include causal effects of actions.) The recommended rule is to choose the act with 
the greatest expected utility. Now suppose the agent is a Bayesian decision maker 
and changes her probabilities in the face of new evidence, E, according to the 
rule, Prr(S) = Pn(S/E), where Pn is the initial (old) probability and Prr is the final 
(new) probability, the right-hand term being computed by Bayes's theorem. I. J. 
Good has proved that under these conditions, decisions made by the above rules 
that use cost-free information will have at least as much utility as those that do 
not use it. That is, in Bayesian decision theory knowledge has at least as much 
value as ignorance. In the case where the agent is a gambler trying to select the 
shell with the most money under it, Good's theorem harmonizes Bayesian deci
sion theory with our intuitions: of course the gambler could only benefit from a 
quick look under the shells. Skyrms reviews results showing that the theorem can 
be extended to the case where the information obtained is uncertain, and (surpris
ingly) to the case where the agent does not know what sort of information will 
be obtained but only that its receipt will alter the probabilities. Both extensions 
require a principle of belief consistency or efficacy, Pri(q/Prr = Pr*) = Pr*(q), 
which in words says that the agent believes that (currently assigns (initial) proba
bility such that) the final probability is the result of accurate learning. Ulysses did 
not subscribe to this principle as he anticipated his encounter with the sirens, for 
he believed that they would produce in him false navigational beliefs (probabili
ties) that would lead his ship onto the rocks. Skyrms employs this principle as 
a condition for deliberational decision making, that is decision making in which 
an initial decision is altered by the receipt of new knowledge. Where the principle 
is not satisfied, deliberational decision making can lead to decisional impasses and 
paradoxes if the agent receives information about how rewards were arranged to 
influence his choices (Newcomb's paradox arises in such a case). According to 
Skyrms, causal decision theory-which includes the causal effect of the agent's 
action in the computation of expected utility- avoids these paradoxes, while 
evidential decision theory succumbs to them. He shows that Good's theorem 
holds in causal decision theory, but fails in evidential, producing thus another ar
gument for the former. 

At first sight decision theory seems to have little if any relevance to the issue 
of confirmation or scientific theory choice. However, it can be viewed as a 
general theory capable of handling both epistemic theory choice and more com
plex sorts of theory choice emphasized by critics of the classical approach. 
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Epistemic theory choice is the special case in which actions are believings of the
ories and circumstances are identical with actions; thus the expression for ex
pected utility has just one term. Epistemic theory choice divides into two sub
cases: (i) that in which actions (believings) are assigned equal utilities on the 
ground that any other assignment begs the question of which theory is most likely 
true, (ii) that in which actions (believings) are assigned their prior or posterior 
probabilities, as utilities, which are not generally equal. These cases consider 
only epistemic factors. Non-epistemic factors would include the need for practi
cal knowledge (by sick patients, a nation at war, etc.), the desire of scientists for 
fame, the cost of experimentation, etc. Most of these can be represented in the 
decision situation as circumstances (causal or otherwise). Other allegedly 
neglected aspects of science can be represented by taking actions to be the public, 
perhaps social, process of adopting theories. In all these cases Good's theorem 
that knowledge is at least as valuable as ignorance should hold, whether non
epistemic considerations are involved or not. It therefore deserves the close atten
tion of those who think science cannot be shown to be a rational process. 

Larry Laudan - Demystifying U nderdetermination 

Laudan attempts to neutralize the doctrine that the choice of scientific theories 
is underdetermined by rational methods, a doctrine used by many writers as a 
premise for the conclusion that theory choice is partly determined by social, psy
chological, and other non-epistemic factors, and is therefore relative, subjective, 
nonrational. The outline of his argument is that the true versions of the doctrine 
do not have undesirable consequences, and that versions that do have such conse
quences are false or unproved. He identifies two main versions. The non
uniqueness version holds that for every theory and every rational method of selec
tion there are (perhaps infinitely many) rival theories between which and the 
original the method fails to decide. The egalitarian version holds that for every 
rational method of selection and every pair of rival theories the method fails to 
decide between them. (His alternative formulation-every theory is as well sup
ported by the evidence as any of its rivals-may in fact describe an intermediate 
version.) Laudan concedes that some rules of theory selection are underdeter
minate in the non-uniqueness sense; for example, the deductivist rule: choose the 
theory that entails the observed evidence. (One proof of this fact employs the 
procedure for constructing ad hoc theories described in the comment on Howson. 
Another proof is suggested by Goodman: given that "all emeralds are green" en
tails the observed evidence, so does "all emeralds are grue" where grue means 
"green and observed or blue and unobserved.") But, he argues, the concession 
does not lead to nonrationalism. In the first place, other methods may not be in
determinate; for instance, Bayesian confirmation theory, which can distinguish 
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between rival theories by their prior probabilities (compare Howson). Second, 
even if every method of selection were underdeterminate in the non-uniqueness 
sense, subjectivism and nonrationalism would not follow. For even the deduc
tivist rule chooses between the class of theories that entail the observed evidence 
and the class that does not, and so may choose between rival theories that are un
der consideration at a given stage of science. Laudan then proceeds to argue that 
subjectivism and nonrationalism follow only from egalitarian underdetermina
tion, and that although this strong form has been embraced by Quine, Kuhn, 
Hesse, and members of the sociological school of epistemology, it has been not 
been established by anyone. Furthermore, he says, it is false, even with respect 
to epistemic methods of selection employed in the most successful sciences, as 
an examination of cases shows. 

As the essays here illustrate, Kuhn's position is capable of many interpreta
tions. Laudan ascribes to him the position that no objective, rational method de
terminately selects among theories. Salmon on the other hand concentrates on his 
reference to the prospect of "probabilistic algorithms" in science and uses some 
of the criteria he mentions for evaluating theories in such an algorithm. In any 
event, the fundamental issue is the doctrine that selection of theories is under
determined by every rational method, and Laudan seems to have shown, without 
any analysis of the difficult notion of rationality, that no established version of 
the doctrine leads to the conclusion that theory selection is irrational. It is an im
portant result, but it may seem a surprising one. 

Thomas Kuhn - Dubbing and Redubbing: 
The Vulnerability of Rigid Designation 

In his Structure of Scientific Revolutions (chapter 12) Kuhn advanced the thesis 
that two scientific theories separated by a scientific revolution are "incommen
surable": in problems and standards, in terms and concepts, and in points of view. 
He used the thesis to buttress his claim that the revolutionary transition from one 
scientific theory, or "paradigm," to another is a "conversion experience" that "can
not be justified by proof," as well as his claim that science cannot be said to 
achieve the goal of getting closer to the truth. In the present essay he develops 
the second, semantic part of his incommensurability thesis and defends it from 
the challenge ofa causal theory of meaning. Precisely stated, this part of the thesis 
is that a theory and its revolutionary successor are not translatable into one an
other, Its basis is that the meanings of terms are given by the accepted statements 
(laws, for instance) in which they appear and the examples through which they 
are introduced to learners of the language. The terms force, mass, and weight thus 
have different meanings in Newtonian and in relativistic mechanics, since they 
appear in different laws and are introduced to students in different ways; and they 
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are not fully translatable in the terms of the other theory. Because Kuhn bases 
his thesis on the (Wittgensteinian) theory that the meaning of a term is determined 
by the contexts of its use, he sees a potential challenge to it in the opposed causal, 
referential theory of meaning championed by Putnam and Kripke. The causal the
ory holds that the meaning of a referring expression (name or noun) is the in
dividual or substance that was originally dubbed with the expression, and conse
quently implies that the designation of the expression is rigid, and cannot undergo 
the postulated change of meaning through change of contexts of use. Kuhn's re
sponse is that designation in science is only temporarily rigid, and that the mean
ings of scientific expressions such as force, mass, and weight are changed in the 
process of scientific revolution by redubbing new instances with them. Thus his 
thesis of semantic incommensurability is preserved, together with its implication 
that scientific progress cannot be conceived as a cumulative process in which the 
successor theory describes the same objects as the former, only better or more 
truly. Strictly speaking, the theories do not talk about the same things, and the 
new theory gives its adherents access to possible worlds that cannot even be de
scribed by the displaced theory. 

Although Kuhn maintains that theories separated by a scientific revolution are 
not intertranslatable, he acknowledges that it is possible for an exponent of the 
one theory to comprehend the other. Such a scientist is comparable to a speaker 
fluent in both French and English who finds that sentences of the one language 
do not have exact translations in the other. Clearly there could be cultures 
sufficiently unlike one another for their languages to be thus untranslatable, and 
perhaps some existing cultures are reasonable approximations to the case. So the 
question remaining is whether scientific theories separated by revolutions are in 
fact such a case. For those inclined to doubt it, Kuhn provides detailed treatments 
of the semantics of force, mass, and weight, and their (alleged) change of meaning 
under the development of the theory of relativity. As to the question of whether 
standards are incommensurable, Laudan and others have pointed out that it is pos
sible to characterize the problems theories are trying to solve (e.g., "They are try
ing to predict the exact local time of the next solar eclipse") and compare their 
success in a manner that does not depend on the theories, even if the theories 
themselves cannot do it. 

John Worrall - Scientific Revolutions and Scientific Rationality: 
The Case of the Elderly Holdout 

The "elderly holdout" is the British physicist, Sir David Brewster, who refused 
to join the early nineteenth-century scientific revolution that replaced the Newto
nian particle (emission) theory oflight with the empirically more successful wave 
theory of light, and continued to believe that the older theory would ultimately 
be improved and come to enjoy even more empirical success than the then-current 
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challenger. Worrall uses the case to evaluate Kuhn's claim that competent scien
tists who hold out for the old theory cannot be pronounced irrational, and also 
a more general claim attributed to Kuhn that theory choice is partly determined 
by subjective factors and consequently is not a completely rational process. Kuhn 
acknowledges that theory choice is partly determined by the criteria of accuracy, 
scope, consistency, simplicity, and fruitfulness. At the same time Worrall finds 
him arguing that different scientists often arrive at different evaluations of the
ories by emphasizing favored criteria and by applying the same criterion in differ
ent ways. Worrall replies that when Kuhn's criteria are analyzed-so that empiri
cal adequacy is subdivided into predictive empirical success and empirical 
content, and both are distinguished from fruitfulness (capacity for modification 
that yields predictive empirical success)-it is seen that competent scientists in 
fact do not disagree on the empirical adequacy of theories but on their fruitfulness 
and other less important qualities. But Kuhn also argues, according to Worrall, 
that even where scientists agree on the empirical adequacy of theories, they may 
accept different theories without being pronounced irrational. Worrall rebuts this 
argument by proposing an objective Lakatosian principle of rationality on which 
such hold-outs as Brewster would be classified as irrational in the sense of "un
scientific," though rational in the sense of"logical." The principle is: abandon re
search programs that have shown themselves to be degenerate in favor of progres
sive programs. He cautions that this principle has induction as its warrant, and 
is therefore subject to Humean scepticism about induction. 

Worrall's critique raises important questions of interpretation. He takes Kuhn 
to hold that a satisfactory principle of rationality must specify objectively appli
cable criteria for evaluating the theoretical truth of theories as well as their empir
ical adequacy, and that neither requirement can be satisfied. Worrall's view
which is anti-realist (or "structural realist," as he prefers to call it)- is that the first 
requirement should be dropped and the second can be satisfied. However, Kuhn's 
position is often interpreted as anti-realist (instrumentalist), and on this interpre
tation his position may be close to Worrall's. Ifit were identical, Kuhn would hold 
that empirical adequacy is the ability of a theory to predict objective empirical 
facts; and there is much in his writing, even in the present essay, to suggest that 
he holds there are no such facts. Whatever the correct interpretation, Worrall has 
provided a challenge to those who argue on historical grounds that the growth of 
science is a nonrational process. At the same time, his historical example pro
vides yet another countercase to the view of Boyd and others that the best explana
tion of empirical progress in science is that its theories are getting ever closer to 
the truth. Worrall notes that the sequence of theories developed in nineteenth cen
tury optics - particle emission theory, then wave theory, then photon quantum 
theory- exemplifies increasing empirical success but not convergence to a true 
theory. And with this interpretation Kuhn would probably agree. 
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Richard Boyd- Realism, Approximate Truth, and 
Philosophical Method 

Scientific realism for Boyd is the view that empirically successful scientific 
theories, in both their theoretical and their observational components, charac
teristically refer to real entities and are approximately true in significant respects. 
He notes that this view need not claim that in their historical development scien
tific theories converge to some exact limit, but only that they successively approx
imate the truth. He contrasts the view both with empiricism-which holds that 
theories are true only in their observational parts, and with constructivism
which holds that the "real" world of theoretical entities is constructed by the 
knower. Over a period of years Boyd has developed a distinctive argument for 
a scientific realist view: that scientific theories are true is the best explanation both 
for their empirical success (their success in predicting observational data) and for 
the success of the scientific methods by means of which they were devised and 
adopted. In the present essay he defends the argument from four objections, the 
first three scientific, the last philosophical. In preparation he surveys important 
elements of the epistemological view that buttresses his argument for realism. For 
example, a realist epistemology employs a causal definition of reference, and 
maintains that terms denoting kinds are not conventionally defined, but instead 
are based on property clusters that naturally co-occur and are discovered and 
refined in the process of theory development. Causation is taken in a realistic, 
non-Humean sense. And respects of approximation are defined in terms of 
respects of similarity and difference between actual causal situations and certain 
possible ones. The first objection Boyd considers to his argument for realism is 
that history contains examples of false (i.e., ultimately rejected) but empirically 
successful theories. Boyd's reply is that these are cases of weak theories where 
neither they nor their methods were extendable, and that even so they were true 
in some relevant respects. To the counter that every theory is true in some at least 
contrived respect (the second and third objections), Boyd replies that the respect 
is not contrived if it is essential to a successful theory and that any respect that 
argues for realism is relevant. The final objection is that his argument for realism 
assumes that realism is true and thus begs the question. He replies that when real
ism is taken to be part of a package that includes an epistemology and a compre
hensive scientific method, and is contrasted with its competitor packages, the ar
gument is seen to be noncircular. 

Boyd's argument for realism is the "miracle argument" criticized by Sober in 
his essay. Sober's objection is that when the appropriate restrictions are placed 
on inference to the best explanation, it is seen that the inference to realism is no 
better than an inference to empiricism. To counter this objection Boyd can point 
to particular respects, described here and in earlier papers, that make his the bet
ter inference. He might also point out that the notion of successive approximation 
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to truth by a sequence of theories is theory dependent and must be understood by 
detailed analysis of the particular science in question. One of his examples in this 
connection is the convergence to classical mechanics by relativity theory in the 
limit of zero velocity. This example raises the question whether approximation 
to truth can be assimilated to approximation to a theory, and, if not, whether the 
notion is capable of analysis. 

Elliott Sober- Contrastive Empiricism 

Sober develops the view of his title by analyzing empiricism (which holds that 
knowledge cannot go beyond experience) and realism (which holds that it can) 
and combining elements of each into a new synthesis. He finds traditional empiri
cism too restrictive: it distinguishes between observation statements and theoreti
cal statements and stipulates that only observation statements may legitimately be 
inferred from observed evidence (whether by deduction, induction, or abduc
tion), thus disallowing inferences to nonobservables. He finds traditional realism 
too permissive: it permits abductive inference (inference to the best explanation) 
not only to decide between the theory and contrasting, competing theories, but 
also to select single theories in isolation, which is not generally permissible. He 
illustrates the fallacy in noncontrastive abductive inferences with the "miracle ar
gument" for realism, endorsed by Putnam (at one stage) and Boyd. According to 
this argument the realist hypothesis that scientific theories about nonobservable 
entities are usually approximately true of those entities is the best explanation for 
the empirical predictive adequacy of the theory. Sober objects that when the real
ist hypothesis is contrasted with the anti-realist hypothesis that the theories say 
nothing true about nonobservables, and a reasonable (for example, Bayesian) 
analysis of explanation is employed, the realist hypothesis is seen to be no better 
supported than the anti-realist. On the other hand, abductive inference to the best 
explanation can be employed to choose between two scientific (as opposed to phil
osophical), theories about nonobservables, as long as the theories are not empiri
cally equivalent. The restrictions he places on such inferences disallow the use 
of traditional simplicity and parsimony to distinguish the prior probabilities of 
competing theories in Bayesian confirmation. The result is that on his contrastive 
empiricist view of confirmation, knowledge can in a safely restricted manner "go 
beyond experience." How the restrictions have this effect is, however, puzzling; 
for he ultimately abandons the distinction between observation statements and 
theoretical statements in favor of a distinction between sensory stimulation and 
thought or language. 

Sober's proposal contrasts sharply with Salmon's. According to Salmon, if two 
theories explain the available evidence equally well (i.e., their likelihoods in 
Bayes's theorem are the same), one may still be more highly confirmed than the 
other by having a higher prior probability in virtue of satisfying criteria such as 
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scope, consistency, fruitfulness, etc. But according to Sober, theories obtain their 
virtues solely from the observational evidence, and empirically equivalent the
ories are equally confirmed; otherwise knowledge would go beyond experience. 
Sober's abandonment of the distinction between observation statements and theo
retical statements seems to have the curious effect that there are no statements 
describing "experience" that other statements might "go beyond." However, he 
attributes his new distinction between sensory stimulation and thought/language 
to Quine, whom he could follow even further by relativizing observation to the 
speaker and defining the speaker's observation statements as those whose accep
tance and rejection remain unchanged when sensory stimulation remains un
changed. 


